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I. Introduction 
A complete irreducible possibly singular algebraic cwve C of arithmetic genus .(I ) 2 
is called h~perr//iptic, if it covers the projective lint by a morphism C- P’(k) of de- 
gree 2. Singular hyperelliptic curves over fields of any characteristic have been recently 
studied by Homma (cf. [4]). In this paper we analyze the moduli spaces of the pointed 
hyperelliptic curves (C,P) of arithmetic genus 0, where P t C’ is a Weierstrass point of 
a given singularity degree. The discussion divides naturally into two parts, according as 
the distinguished point P is the center of one or two branches of the curve. To obtain 
the dimensions and other properties of the moduli spaces, WC realize the hyperclliptic 
curves as curves of degree 2g + 2 on a cone in the (~1 + 2)-dimensional projective 
space, put them into normal forms by using projective transformations, and analyze 
their local properties in a Weierstrass point. 
Much of the theory of the smooth algebraic curves and their function fields extends 
to algebraic curves with singularities. WC will USC a notation that makes this extension 
quite natural. 
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Let C be a complete irreducible algebraic curve defined over an algebraically closed 
field k. By a clicisor of C we mean a coherent fractional ideal sheaf of C, which we 
write as the formal product of its stalks, say 
where clp is a fractional ideal over the local ring C ,J for each point P and ap = Q p for 
almost all points. The locally principal divisors (also called Cartier divisors), which 
are the divisors whose stalks are principal, form a multiplicative abelian group, whose 
neutral element is the structure sheaf P = nPE,\ I’p. For each non-zero rational function 
x E k(C) we define the principal divisor 
div(x) := n :C’p. 
PEX 
A divisor a will be considered as positicv when ap 2 P p for each P. The global sections 
of a divisor a form a vector space 
H”(C,a):= n ap={xEK* 1 div(x). arc} c! (0) 
PEX 
over the constant field k. 
Let xc),. . . ,xr be k-linearly 
curve C. We assume that the 
independent rational functions on the possibly singular 
rational map 
(x0 : : x,. ) : C + P”( k ) 
is a morphism, or equivalently, that the divisor 
is locally principal. For each hyperplane, cut out by an equation Cy=, CiXl = 0, the 
intersection theoretic inverse image under the morphism C + W’(k) is the positive 
locally principal divisor 
b(X[J, . . ..x..). 
More generally, let 9 be a $; (that is, a linear system of dimension Y and degree d) 
on C, say 
9 = {div(x) . b 1 x E V\(O)} 
for some locally principal divisor b of degree d and some (Y + 1 )-dimensional vector 
space V 2 HO(C, b), and let x0.. ,s,. be a basis of V. The linear system is associated 
to a morphism C + W(k) as described above if and only if it is base point free, 
that is, there is no point P E C satisfying ap 2 Cp for each n E 2. In this case the 
linear system determines uniquely the morphism up to a linear transformation of the 
projective coordinates. 
A non-constant rational function x E k(C)\k defines a morphism (1:x) of C onto 
the projective line P’(k) = k U {cc} if and only if for each singular point P of C 
the function x or l/,x belongs to the local ring c’p. The degree of the corresponding 
l-dimensional linear system is equal to the degree of the field extension k(C) 1 k(x). 
Two such functions X,_V E k(C)\k define the same linear system if and only if Y = 
(XI 1 .Y + XIZ)/(Q~ x + ~22) for some (cc,;) E GLI(k), or equivalently, k(x) = k(JJ). 
As a standard application of the Riemann-Roth theorem, the complete curves of 
arithmetic genus zero and one are isomorphic to the projective line and the plane 
projective cubits, respectively. The projective line and the singular plane cubits carry 
an unique yi, except in characteristic two, where the projective line and the cuspidal 
cubic admit a second y$, which is induced by an inseparable morphism (cf. [4]). 
A smooth plane cubic admits an infinite number of yi’s as can be read off from 
its Weierstrass normal form (cf. [9]). In this paper we will always assume that the 
arithmetic genus is larger than one. 
2. Singular hyperelliptic curves 
A possibly singular curve C of arithmetic genus y > 2 is called lz~perrlliptic if it 
admits a morphism x : C + k U {8x} of degree 2. The corresponding .yi consists just 
of the polar divisor 
b := div,(x) 
and the divisors divo(x - c), where c varies over the constant field k. Clearly 
H’(C,b”) n k(x) = kx’ ‘1;: (9 kx” for each n 2 0. 
By Riemann’s theorem we have 
dim H”(C, b”) = 2n + 1 ~ .r/ for each n > 8. 
In particular, we conclude H’(C, b”) = kx” ic, @ kx”. More generally, when II < 61 
then H”( C, b” ) C H”(C, b”) 5 k(x) and therefore 
H”( C, b” ) = kx” ‘E + k Y” \ / , (n=O,...,.L/). 
This also follows from Clifford’s theorem (cf. [2]). When n = I then we conclude that 
the yi is the complete linear system 
lb/ := {div(z) b ( z E H”( C, b)\O}. 
The divisor 
c := t,</- 1 
has dimension (1 and degree 261-2, that is, the complete linear system ICI is a &,J~z. and 
so by the Riemann-Roth theorem the divisor c belongs to the canonical class, that is, ICI 
is the canonical linear system. In particular, we recover a theorem of Rosenlicht, which 
states that each hyperelliptic curve is a Gorenstein curve (cf. [6, Theorem 151) that is, 
its canonical class consists of locally principal divisors. Conversely, each Gorenstein 
curve of arithmetic genus .L/ = 2 is hyperelliptic (as one sees by taking a non-constant 
global section x of a positive divisor in the canonical class). Since 
and L/ > 2, the canonical subfield of k( C), generated by the quotients of the holomorphic 
differentials, is equal to the rational field X-(x). Thus the function .r of degree 2 is 
uniquely determined up to a Mobius transformation. or equivalently, the hyperelliptic 
curve carries only one 614. 
By Riemann’s theorem we have 
HO( C, bc’+’ ) = /Q’ + . +g- k-y” ’ ’ 1 k_y. 
where J’ is chosen in H”( C, b”+’ )\@:‘I,: kx’ = N ‘I( C, b”+’ )\k(x), and 
H”(C, b”) = 6 kx’ 4 
,I-_!,-- I 
@ /ix’ _I’ for each 17 > (1. 
i=O i=O 
Since ~3~ E H0(C,b2”f2) there is an irreducible equation of the form 
_$ + a(x) y + h(M) = 0, 
where 
u(x) = a($ + . + cl<,+, xc’+ 
and 
h(x) = box” + + Lb<, +7 ,+2 
are polynomials of formal degrees (/ + I and 29 + 2, respectively. 
Since by Riemann’s theorem each complete linear system of degree > 2y is base 
point free, the complete linear system lb”+’ 1 of degree 2~1+ 2 and dimension .I/ + 2 is 
associated to a morphism, namely to 
(,Yo : +f : y) : c + P’+qk). 
Since the degree is larger than 261, the morphism of C onto the image curve is bijec- 
tive and birational (cf. [8, Theorem 3.l(ii)]). We even claim that the morphism is an 
embedding. In the non-singular cast this follows from the fact, that each divisor of 
degree larger than 29 is very ample (cf. 13, IV 3.21). Once one knows that the singu- 
larities of an hyperelliptic curve have embedding dimension equal to two (cf. [4]), one 
deduces that lb”+’ 1 as well as each complete linear system of degree larger than 2~/+ 1 
is associated to an embedding (cf. [S, Theorem 3. I (iii)]). Alternatively, to prove the 
claim, it suffices to show, that the image curve has also arithmetic genus equal to 61, 
and this holds, as we will see in a moment, for each curve of degree 2~ + 2 that lies 
on the cone 
S := (a0 : : +I : h) E P’+*(k) 1 rank 
(z:::::::+,) <2} 
The cone S is the union of the projective lines 
p.{& +I+‘: h)lhEk}U{V} (UEk) 
and 
L,:={(O: “’ :0:1:h)l/~Ek}U{V} 
which have the vertex V := (0 : : 0 : I ) as a common point. The non-singular part 
S\{ V} of the cone is described by the atlas consisting of the two charts 
u := S\& = ((0” : ” : as’+’ :h) / (a,h) E P} 1 k’ 
and 
U’:=S\Lo = ((0”” : ‘.’ :a(): h) 1 (n,h) EP} r, k’. 
Proof. Associating to each affine plane irreducible curve the Zariski closure of its 
image under the local parameterization k’ 1 I/ c S, we obtain a bijective correspon- 
dence between the affine plane irreducible curves and the projective irreducible curves 
on the cone S, that are different from the line L,. Let C CS be such a projective 
irreducible curve described in the chart I/ G k’ by the irreducible equation 
(.,r(X)J’i + . + Cl (.u)_v + (.&-) = 0, (n(x) # 0, 
where .Y and _r are the rational functions on C, that map each point (a0 : . : & : h) 
of C f’ U to a and h, respectively. With respect to the chart U’ 1 k2 we have the 
local coordinate functions 
1 
x’:= - and y’:=.\/- 
x X~/f 1 
which satisfy the irreducible equation 
where d is the smallest integer satisfying 
deg c;(x) < d ~ i(g + I ) for each i = 0,. , II. 
By calculating the intersection divisor of the curve C with the hyperplane cut out by 
the equation X,+2 = 0, we conclude that the degree of C is equal to d. Moreover, by 
computing the Hilbert polynomial of C, one sees again deg(C) = d and one obtains 
the following formula for the arithmetic genus of C’ 
p,,(C) = (q - 1 )(u’ - 1) - $dy ~ 1 lb/ + 1). 
where q is the smallest integer larger than or equal to d/(g + I ) (cf. [.5]). 
Now we assume that d = 2y + 2. Then p,,(C) = $1, n 5 2, degco(x) < 2~ + 2, 
deg cl (x) 5 61-t 1 and ~‘2 E k. We further assume that the curve C does not pass through 
the vertex, that is, Q # 0. Then we have the irreducible equation 
y2 + U(X)_V + h(x) = 0, 
where u(x):=cI(x)/Q and h(x) :=Q,(x)./Q. The lines L,, (at k U {K}) on the cone 
S correspond to the vertical lines of the charts, and so they cut out a ~1: on the 
curve C. This shows that C is hyperelliptic. Alternatively, associating to each point 
P E C the line through P and V, we obtain a degree-2 morphism of C onto the pencil 
{L, I a E k u {w>>> namely the morphism x: C + k U {m}. 0 
We will always assume that the hyperelliptic curve C lies on the cone S c Wt2(k). 
Remark 2.2. The Izermiticrn imwr’irrtlts of a branch of C with respect to our $i:2 
are just its intersection multiplicities with the hyperplanes in P'+'(k). To fix ideas 
we assume that the branch is centered in the chart U z k2. When the branch is 
non-singular and its tangent line does not pass through the vertex V (i.e., the corre- 
sponding branch of the plane affine curve has a non-vertical tangent line), then the 
hermitian invariants are the integers 0, 1,. , q + I and the intersection multiplicity of 
the corresponding plane branch and of the atTine plane curve given by the polynomial 
co X0 + . . + cc,+1 Xc’+’ + Y, where (’ 0,. . L’q-I are constants uniquely determined by 
the property, that the intersection multiplicity is larger than y + I. The hermitian in- 
variants of a non-singular point, whose tangent line passes through V, are the integers 
0, I, 2,4,6,. . ,2</ + 2. The hermitian invariants of a singular unibranch point are the 
integers 0,2,4,. . ,2y + 2 and 2d + I. where 6 is its singularity degree (as follows by 
blowing up the singularity 6 times). 
II+WW (x,,) E GL2(k), p E k* ruul ;yj.. ,;‘<, , , t k. 
Proof. Let X and Y be the local coordinate functions on U c S, which map each point 
(00: . : a!‘+’ : h) of U to a and h. respectively. The restrictions of X and Y to C n I/ 
are the functions s and y, respectively. 
Each automorphism of (ps’t’(k),S) induces an automorphism of the pencil {L,, 1 II E 
k U {x}} of lines on S, and so it induces a Mobius substitution X ++ (x11X + Y-I?)/ 
(rllX + x21) where (r(l) E GL2(k). Conversely, given such a substitution, we substi- 
tute Y ++ Y/(x2,X + ~22). ‘/+I to obtain an automorphism of S induced by a projective 
transformation. Thus in order to determine all the automorphisms of S induced by pro- 
jective transformations, we are reduced to determine only those automorphisms, that 
leave each line on S invariant. Such an automorphism induces an automorphism of 
U given by X++X and Y ++ p(X) + ;*(A’). where p(X) and ;(A’) are polynomials 
with p(X) nowhere vanishing and hence a constant; moreover working with the local 
coordinates X’ :=X-l and Y’ := Y/X’/+’ on U’ we see that degy(X) 5 y + 1. 
Clearly, each automorphism of (aOO+‘(k).S) induces an isomorphism of C onto an- 
other curve on S\{ V} of degree 2~/ + 2. Conversely, since each hyperelliptic curve 
carries only one g/i, each isomorphism of the hyperelliptic curve C onto another 
curve on S\{ V} of degree 2y + 2 induces an isomorphism between their ~1;‘s and 
hence a substitution .x~(iy~tx + xtz)/(x?~x + x12) where (x,,)f GLz(k). When this 
substitution is trivial, then _r’ is mapped into an element of H”(C, b”‘.’ )\li(x) that is 
v +, PI, + ;~&’ + + ;*f,+I.xc’+’ where /I’ E k* and :,*o,. , y4+1 E k. 0 
Under the transformations of Proposition 2.3 the coefficients of the irreducible equa- 
tion _v’ + u(.T)_v + h(s) = 0 of the curve C in the chart U transform as follows: 
and 
In particular, the discriminant d(x) := a(x)’ - 4h(.r) transforms as follows: 
By using the above transformations to normalize some of the coefficients of the equation 
‘,r I 2y+2 
.? + 1 U,X’~~ + c h;_Y’ = 0 
,=(I ,=(I 
and counting constants, one can show that the moduli space of the hyperelliptic 
Gorenstein curves of arithmetic genus (1 has dimension 2~ - 1. When the characteristic 
of the constant field k is different from 2, then one can normalize a(x)=O, and the 
freedom to transform is restricted by the conditions y, = 0 for each i. 
3. Moduli spaces of pointed hyperelliptic curves 
We will first assume that the hyperelliptic curve is of sepuruble type, that is, the 
degree-2 morphism x: C 4 k u {x} is separable, or equivalently, p # 2 or a(x) # 0. 
A non-singular point P is a Weierstrass point of the curve C of separable type if 
and only if its tangent line passes through the vertex V of the cone S. Since the 
singular points of a curve are Weierstrass points (cf. e.g. [ 1, p. 3731) we conclude 
that a point P E C is a Weierstrass point if and only if it lies on the line L, for some 
(finite or infinite) root of the discriminant A(X) = No - 46(x); the discriminant will 
be considered as a polynomial of formal degree 2</ + 2, and so its order at infinity is 
equal to 2g + 2 - deg d(x). The Weierstrass point P is the only point of C lying on 
the line L,,. When a is not a root of d(x), then there are just two non-singular points 
of C that lie on the line L,,. 
Our aim is to study the isomorphism classes of the pairs (C,P), where C is a hyper- 
elliptic curve of separable type and arithmetic genus y and where P is a Weierstrass 
point of C. By making a projective transformation we can assume that P is the point 
(0: ..’ : 0 : 1 : 0) on the line L,. Thus uy4. 1 = bIc,,_2 = 0, that is, in the chart U 1 k2 
the curve C is given by an irreducible separable equation of the form 
$1 2(/f I 
y2 + c u,x;y + c h,xi = 0. 
i=O i=O 
We are still allowed to do further normalizations by transforming 
(x, y) H (xx + ;‘, py + jlOXO + + ;‘(, XC’), 
where c(, /j E k* and y, ;‘(J, , ;I, E k. 
To study the curve C locally near the point P we will use the chart U’ r k2, where 
P becomes the origin and where C is described by the equation 
:/+I 2gt2 
(V’)2 + C U<]+l-l(-X’)‘y’ + C h2y+2-i(X’)’ = 0. 
i=l i-l 
We will first assume that pf 2. Then we can normalize u(x) = 0, and we are still 
allowed to transform (x, y) H (c(.x + y,Py). The irreducibility of the equation y2 + 
b(x)=0 means that h(x) is not a square; this certainly holds when h(x) is of odd 
degree. 
Let n~{1,2,...,29+ l} be the degree of b(.u). When n is odd, say n=2</+ 1 - 
26 where S E (0, 1,. . , g}, then by blowing up the point 6 times, we see that P E C 
is an unibranch point of singularity 6. When n is even, say n =2y+2 - 26 where 
6 E { I,. , y}, then P is a two-branch point of singularity degree 6. 
We can normalize h,, = 1, and the only freedom left to us is to transform 
(x, y) H (rx + ;‘. PJ,) where b2 = x” # 0. 
We will first assume that the characteristic is zero or a prime p f2 that does not 
divide II. Then we can normalize h,,_l = 0 and we are still allowed to transform 
(x, ,v) H (xx, fly) where /j2 = x” # 0. Thus up to the substitutions 
b,HPb, (i=O ,..., n-2) 
the coefficients of h(x) are uniquely determined by the isomorphism class of the 
pointed curve (C, P). The automorphisms of (C, P) are just given by the transforma- 
tions (x, y) H (SIX, py) where /j’ = ‘2” # 0 and YPi = I whenever hi # 0. In particular, 
the automorphism group of (C,P) is finite, except in the case where n is odd and 
h, = 0 for each i < n. 
When the characteristic is a prime p # 2 that possibly divides n, then we normalize 
h,, = 0 where n ~ m is the largest power of p that divides n. The transformations 
(s, _v) H (CLX + ;‘, /Iy) that preserve this normalization may not always satisfy ;’ = 0; but 
;l/r is necessarily a root of the polynomial ,yry b,,+.i. d This makes the discussion of 
the automorphisms and the construction of the moduli space more involved, but does 
not interfere in dimension considerations. 
Summarizing our discussion in characteristic different from two, we announce: 
Theorem 3.1. Tl7~ isornorphm dusses of t/w h~~prrelliptic~ cur7~e.s of’ urithmrtic g~7u.s 
<J > 2 quipped \t3itJ7 u t\l~o-brur7cl7 point of’ sinyuhrity ck~~rrr 6 E ( I. . y> ,fiwm ~7 
ukJebruic r’uriet] of’ dimension 29 ~ 26. 
T/w ison7orphisni chxses oj’ the 17~~perelliptic~ awes of’ separable tl,ppr uncl urith- 
rnetic genu.s .L/ > 2 equipped with an unibrunch Weirrstruss point qf’ sinyuhrit~~ t/t>- 
<Jlw 6 E (0, 1,. , y} .f hwl an ulgrbruk vurirty of‘ dinwnsion 2y - 1 - 26, procidt~tl the 
pointrtl curws IiYtli injinite uutoniorphism group urr esthcl~cl. Whm p # 2, thrn ,ftir 
rud2 6 E (0, I, , y) there is just one isoniorphim c1u.s.s ,i,itli i@nitr uutor~~orpliis~n 
yroup. When p = 2, then tkre is onI!> one isor~iorphism c1u.s.s Ivith infinite uutomw- 
phimi group. nmwly tlir onlll isomorphim cluss lr.itll 6 = y. 
Now we will assume that p=2. We will prove that the theorem also holds in 
characteristic two, and we will describe the moduli varieties in an explicit way. Under 
the permitted transformations 
(x, I’) H (3X + ;‘, py + ;los” + + ;‘<,x”) 
the coefficients au,. .a,, and bag,. . , h Q+, of the irreducible equation ~3~ + u(x)?’ + 
b(x) = 0 transform as follows: 
a(x) H a( SIX + y)i/j 
and 
In particular 
s:=degn(x)E {O,...,c/] 
is an inouriunt of the pointed curve (C, P). The distinguished Weierstrass point P E C 
is singular if and only if hzl,+r = 0. and it is a node if and only if furthermore s=c//. 
We will establish normal forms for the pointed curves with a given invariant s. 
We can normalize II,~ = 1 and our freedom to transform is restricted by the condition 
/j = rx.‘. Furthermore, by transforming (s. r.) ++ (x, _r+;~rrx”+. .+;~,s”) we can normalize 
hi, = 0 for each ,i = s + 1,. , q and h, = 0 for each i = s, . ,2s, and so the polynomial 
h(x) writes as follows: 
\+I 24 - I 
h(x)= c h,xi + c’ h,.r’, 
I=0 /=?‘+I 
where the dash in the second summation symbol indicates that ,j varies only over odd 
integers. Now the irreducibility of the equation _r” + a(x)_rj + h(x) = 0 just means that 
h(s) is not identically zero. When the degree of h(.r) is larger than or equal to 2s + I, 
say 
degh(x)=21-/+ l-26 where tjE{O,...,(/P.r} 
then by blowing up the point ii times. we deduce that P is an unibranch point of 
singularity degree 6. When the degree of h(s) is smaller than 2s + I, that is, smaller 
than s, then P is a two-branch point of singularity degree y + 1 ~ s E { I.. , .I/}. 
We first study the moduli problem, where the distinguished point P of the hyper- 
elliptic curve C is a two-branch point of given singularity degree 6 E {I,. . , g}. Then 
the irreducible normalized equations are just of the form 
where s = .L/ + 1 - 6, a, = 1 and h, # 0 for some i. Not only the degree s of a(x) but 
also the degree of h(x) has geometric significance; indeed by Remark 2.2 the hermitian 
invariants of each of the two branches with respect to the embedding CC P”+‘(k) are 
just the integers 
0, 1,. ,$g + 1 and 0 + 1 + s - degh(x). 
The transformations that preserve our normalizations are just of the two types 
(x, ?I) H (xx + ‘,‘, %‘J.) 
103 
and 
It is important to notice, that in each of the two cases the coefficients of the irreducible 
equation transform as follows: 
4.x) = c n,x’ H a(xx + ;‘)I%’ 
,=(I 
and 
\-I 
h(s) = c h,s’ ++ h( xx + ;~):x*“. 
,=O 
This allows us to normalize more coefficients, and we conclude that the moduli space 
is a variety of dimension 2~1 - 28, as announced in Theorem 3.1. 
We discuss the normalizations in the more general context, where we analyze the 
moduli space of the pointed curves with a given invariant s E (0. ,;q}. We will first 
assume that s is odd. Then we can normalize LI,_, = 0. and the only freedom left to 
us is to transform 
(x. ~1) H (TX. Y’J,) and (x, .I’) H (XX, x’_I’ + N( xx)). 
In hot/z cases the coefficients of the irreducible equation transform as follows 
n, H XI-’ u; and hi ++ z I+?\ h, 
Thus. when we attach to a, and hi the weights .s - i and 2s - i, respectively, then 
each quotient of two isobaric polynomial expressions in ao.. . ,a,_l, ho,. , h,_ 1 and 
f%,-1,f’2.,+3,.... hz,, 1 of the same weight is an invariant of the pointed curve (C, P ). 
The automorphism of (C, P) are just given by the transformations (s, J>) H (XX, x’J.) 
and (s. ~3) ++ (m. r~‘_t~+a(xx)) where x’-~ = 1 whenever a, # 0, and I*‘+’ = 1 whenever 
h, # 0. In particular, the automorphism group of (C,P) is finite. 
When .F is not necessarily odd, but positive, then we can normalize h,,, = 0, where 
.Y - 111 is the largest power of 2 that divides .s. When .I’ = 0 and 6 < .I/. then we normalize 
h ~,~~+l = 0 where c/ - d ~ m is the largest power of 2 that divides ~1 - 6. When s = 0 
and ii = y then we normalize h(s) =.Y, and the automorphism group is infinite. The 
isomorphism classes of the pointed curves with given invariant s E (0,. , y} form an 
algebraic variety of dimension ~1 + s - I, provided the curve with s = 0 and A = cj is 
excluded. 
Now we assume that P is an unibranch Weierstrass point of a given singularity 
degree 6 E (0.. . , g}. The invariant s may assume the values 0,. . . q ~ (5. (When cl- 0 
is odd and s < c/ - ii, then it is more convenient to normalize hIi-, -~~~ = 0 instead of 
a,11 = 0.) We obtain a stratification of the moduli variety, where the strata with invariant 
s has the dimension Q +s - I ~ ii (s = 0,. .(I - 6). The dimension of the moduli space 
is the maximum of these dimensions and hence equal to 28 ~ 1 - 26, as announced in 
Theorem 3. I. 
Proof. We can assume that the hyperelliptic curve C lies on the cone S c P”+‘(k) 
and that the distinguished point P lies on the line L,. Let Q be the second point of 
C that lies on the line L,. 
We will first assume that P# 2. Then we can assume that the curve C is given 
in the chart U by an equation J.’ -F h(.r) = 0, where h(x) is a manic polynomial of 
degree 2g + 2 which is not a square. Since the hyperelliptic involution (x, y) H (x, -y) 
defines an isomorphism between the pointed curves (C, P) and (C, Q), the isomor- 
phism class (C,P) determines uniquely the polynomial h(x) up to the transformations 
h(x) H h(xx + .*)/&‘f* where r E I<* and ;* E k. 
Now we assume that p = 2. Then we have an irreducible equation of the form 
y2 + u(x)v + h(x) = 0 where deg a(x) = <J + I and deg b(x) 5 2y + 2. In this case, 
where s = y + 1, we can put the equation in a normal form where a(x) is manic of 
degree y + 1 and h(x) has degree smaller than or equal to y. This normal form has 
been previously obtained by Homma (cf. [4]). By Remark 2.2 the hermitian invariants 
of (C,P) with respect to the embedding C c L@!‘+‘(k) are just the integers 
0, 1,. ,<J + I and 26~ + 2 ~ degh(.r). 
Since the hyperelliptic involution (x, y) ++ (x. ~‘+o(s)) defines an isomorphism between 
the pointed curves (C, P) and (C, Q), we see as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the 
isomorphism class of (C, P) determines uniquely the polynomials a(x) and h(x) up to 
the transformations a(x) b N(XY + ;,)/x”” and h(x) H b(xx + ;~)/a’~‘+* where x t k* 
and ;‘E k. 0 
We finish this paper by treating hyperelliptic curves of insepmrabltc type, which have 
been excluded so far in this section. These curves, which are characterized by the 
conditions p=2 and u(s)=O. have been recently studied by Homma (cf. [4]). Each 
point of such a curve has only one branch, and the tangent line of each non-singular 
points passes through the vertex V. By Remark 2.2 the hermitian P-invariants with 
respect to the embedding C c P’/ t ‘(k) are the integers 
0,2.. ,261 + 2 and 2ii + 1, 
where 6 is the singularity degree of the point P. 
Theorem 3.3. The isonlorphism r~i~ssrs of’ thr h!perrlliptic curtics of’ insepurubltc type 
und urithetic. genus .L/ 2 2 quipped v,it/z u point of’singukurity degree rj E (0,. , (J- 1 } 
,ftirm u complete u~~qrbruic wrict)~ c~f’dirwnsion q - 6 - 2, prooidcd the pointed curves 
Proof. Since s = ~ 1 we can put the irreducible equation into the normal form 
where h2,,_2~+t = 1. The isomorphism class of (C,P) determines uniquely the coefh- 
cients hlj+l up to the substitutions 
where Y.E~* and ;’ E k. When ij = $1 then h(x) =x and the automorphism group is 
infinite. Now we assume ci <<J. Then we normalize h~~,-2~j+t-2n, = 0, where m is the 
largest power of 2 that divides .L/ ~ 6. The automorphism group is infinite if and only 
if h(x) =~~!/k~~‘+~. 0 
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